Reduced Adjective Clause Practice 1 Key

Match a sentence part from the left with a sentence part from the right. Choose the best answer for each one. One answer will not be used.

Part I.

1. E  I got a new job  A. which I want to cook tonight.
2. C  She wrote a letter  B. hiding under the sofa.
3. A  I bought some meat  C. describing her vacation.
4. H  We went to a concert  D. riding a bicycle down the street.
5. G  Give me that blue coat  E. starting on Monday.
6. D  He saw the boy  F. breaking the table.
7. B  I found some money  G. hanging in the closet
     H. which was sold out.

Part II.

1. F  I found my dog  A. carrying a baby.
2. E  They know the song  B. causing us to gain weight.
3. A  There is a nice lady  C. breaking into a store.
4. H  I went to a meeting  D. making him lose a lot of money.
5. B  We ate a lot of ice cream  E. being sung right now.
6. G  I gave her the message  F. eating my shoes.
7. D  He lost the bet  G. telling her to come.
8. I  I picked up the pieces of my vase  H. lasting two hours
8. I  I picked up the pieces of my vase  I. broken by my cat.
9. K  Sara talked to a scientist  J. doing my homework.